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Abstract of CRADA work:
This CRADA will focus on the development of organic-based solar cells. Key interfacial issues in these cells will be investigated. In this rapidly emerging technology, it is increasingly clear that cell architecture will need to be at the nanoscale and the interfacial issues between organic elements (small molecule and polymer), transparent conducting oxides, and contact metallizations are critical. Thus this work will focus on the development of high surface area and nanostructured nanocarpets of inorganic oxides, the development of appropriate surface binding/acceptor molecules for the inorganic/organic interface, and the development of next-generation organic materials. Work will be performed in all three areas jointly at NREL and Konarka (with their partner in the third area of the University of Delaware). Results should be more rapid progress toward cheap large-area photovoltaic cells.
Summary of Research Results:
We developed solution-deposited metal oxide thin films for water vapor barrier layer applications. These thin films were characterized by and demonstrated marked improvement in water vapor barrier performance relative to the plastic substrates alone. These systems were deposited via slot die coating and subsequent thermal processing. Additionally, an electrical measurement device was developed to determine the permeability of flexible barrier materials.
